TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
CHAPTER XIV
BACKWASH OF A DREAM
is a true story about two very gentle old ladies, both over
who dwelt in the lunatic asylum of the hospital at
St. Michel. One was a nun; she adored thrillers; she was blind,
so her friend, an unselfish soul, read them aloud to her, but as she
could not bear to utter dreadful words like "corpse" and "blood",
whenever she came to them in the text she always substituted
beautiful tender words, like "violets" for "corpse", and "moon-
light" for "blood". It must have been a little muddling for her
grateful and attentive listener to hear that there was moonlight
all over the violets, when she was longing to hear of the exact
condition and decomposition of the dismembered body inade-
quately wrapped in stained newspaper and stuffed inside the piano
where the inside had been wrenched out to make room for it.
Muddling, certainly; but the gentle little octogenarian reading
aloud to her friend die nun, in their nightmare retreat, cannot
have been aware that by her hypersensitive substitution she was
subdy adding horror instead of subtracting it; the same faint
horror that steals over us in a dream when we are not sure why,
because nothing has happened . . . And when we wake up, still
nothing has "happened *; still we have not seen the dismembered
corpse in the piano. Only the moonlight on the violets.
What Freud has analysed as an "anxiety dream", lands us, on
the contrary, slap in the middle of some ghasdy predicament:
One is late and has to catch a train, with none of the packing done;
one finds oneself being married and only the upper part of one*s
dress on; in half a minute one has to walk on to die stage not
knowing a single line of one's part... It is curious that in these
anxiety dreams we do not dream the start of our troubles, nor how
we ever came to be in such a terrible situation; we are always
there at die vojy heart &f it, too late to do anything to save our-
selves; helpless and unresourceful, our dream selves lacking the
mind which awake would get us out of the trouble, or the poise
which would enable us to laugh it off.
Those I have mentioned are the most common of the anxiety
dreams; I might add some people's recurring dream of being sent
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